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I told Gorbachev to get rid of the statues of Lenin and Marx. In the history of the Communist party, 
nobody except Rev. Moon ever said such a thing. The Communist party leaders were all in commotion, 
saying, "Is he really speaking about Godism in front of us? How can he talk so arrogantly?" No matter 
how much they may have hated me, today's communist world has become like that. The one whom they 
had feared most in the world has turned into their only hope. They have no other hope. So I taught them 
clearly saying, "Listen to my words and follow me; otherwise, there is no way to go forward!" How proud 
God must have been of me, saying, "I have always wanted to declare this to the Soviet Union. You are a 
great son!" Since He said, "I want to set you above all humankind," I have become quite famous. 
 
American leaders said, "Wow, how can he do that?" European leaders also said, "How can he do that?" 
and the communist world said, "How can he do that kind of thing in the Kremlin itself?" When God came 
down to take a look, He must have said, "This is really interesting!" I know that is why I made such a 
clear declaration. 
 
Everything is connected to the True Parents. Your ears want to seek out the True Parents; so do your 
nose, mouth and eyes. Everything is like that because True Parents have a strong power to attract 
everything. I know this. Even all of nature desires the True Parents. The creation says, "True Parents, 



please stay here with us always." Nature cries out. Everything likes True Parents. They like the sound 
"True Parents." When someone says, "I have met True Parents," another says, "Where?" "Follow me." 
Everyone will want to follow that person. That is what True Parents are like. True mother, true husband, 
true wife, true children, true grandchildren and true patriots all emerge from them. Everything starts from 
there. 
 
This is the gospel with the greatest hope. We do not need the Bible. The purpose of the Bible is solely to 
find the True Parents. So the name "True Parents" is most precious. How do you want to be related to 
True Parents? That is the question. If you think of True Parents as a tree, you are its branches that can 
thrive wherever they are planted. These branches live well wherever they go as long as there is love, 
regardless of whether they are planted at night, in the day, in winter, in spring, or in the rainy season. This 
is so because they accept everything. 
 
… 
 
Our purpose is to liberate and save God, humankind and everything under the satanic dominion. This is 
our goal. This is True Parents' purpose. We are declaring the heart of such parents as we march on. Satan 
cannot survive in such a place. This is the Principle view. It is the same with all things. They will shout 
Mansei! as they see you being saved. You have to be able to hear this kind of sound. 
 
Wherever you go, all the things of creation will welcome you and all people will welcome you. The 
original world, centered on true love, is filled with the true-love sound of everything in creation. In the 
world of true love, you can understand everything as God does. It is there that you will inherit everything 
and have the right of participation, enabling you to join in wherever you are. True love provides these 
three privileges. This means that we can grab hold of true love automatically. We inherit God. God 
becomes mine. We can be with God wherever He is. How great this is! How happy we are! Nobody can 
deny this. We have such an amazing thing. How can we worry in our hearts? There can be no shadow. It 
is bright like broad daylight. This is the pride of Unification Church members. 
 
… 
 
Therefore, from now on there will be no opposition from Satan on the path that Unification Church 
members are taking. From now on, whatever we shout will be absorbed and resurrected; whatever we 
shout out will appear. 
 
There has been opposition until now because we have been on the rise. But we have reached the top and 
since there is no right-wing or left-wing at the top, the vertical thought has appeared. Head wing is higher. 
Everyone likes it because it is higher. Communism is an ideology of master and servant. There is no 
freedom. Democracy is an ideology of brotherhood. As such, it is about freedom. People have freedom 
among themselves. This is why fights continuously arise. They fight among themselves, each claiming to 
be the best. 
 
Headwing thought is based on the parental heart and viewpoint. In America, senators and congressmen 
fight, and Republicans and Democrats fight. Why are they fighting? Because there have been no parents. 
When the parents come and ask them, "Hey you kids! Why are you fighting? You are not servants, but 
our sons!" Then all the fighting will stop. Parents should be happy to see black people and white people 
intermarrying. Parents want their sons and daughters to love one another rather than merely showing filial 
piety toward their parents. This is how children can love their parents. 
 
If you make God's true love your central focus, you will be eternally one. You will be connected with me 
from that point and once that connection is made no one can sever it. 



 
… 
 
You will decide, "We also will walk the path of True Parents." It is the same. You will also in the future 
take roots, rise as a trunk, spread branches, have blossoms and bear fruit. Everything is the same. This 
means that you will be true parents in the future. Things will happen this way in the future. How proud 
we should be! Open the door and try shouting, "Look here. What an amazing master is this person who is 
appearing here!" You will feel great. All the animals will feel the same. The spirit world will also say, 
"You are a savior with true love like your center, like Jesus the Messiah. Wherever you go, everyone 
there will be saved." 
 
With the proclamation of True Parents, Satan's authority will disappear and, centering on religion, all the 
struggle due to the laws of indemnity will disappear. Since the good spirits will attain a position equal to 
the angelic world, an unfallen world will come about and the time will come when good spirits can help 
the earth as much as they want. Those angels are your ancestors. So from now on, all kinds of things will 
happen to those who oppose the Unification Church. They may get sick and die and all kinds of other 
things will happen. 
 
You should become bold. This means that you should exercise the rights of ownership. Then, no matter 
how difficult an environment you may find yourself in, no problems can arise. If you say, "God does not 
want these things. Get lost!" they will be gone. They will rapidly decline. It is the same with the spirit 
world. If you say, "I do not want such things!" they will immediately disappear. You will be able to 
exercise such power all around you. When the center of love appears, everything will turn around towards 
it. When the morning sun rises in the east, all of nature turns towards it. This is the essence of life, the 
essence of love. True Parents are the central foundation for universal true love. 
 
Thus, when True Parents appear, the entire world of creation will turn towards them, just as all of nature 
turns towards the rising sun in the morning. All creation is like the leaves or branches. In the spirit world 
everything faces God. Likewise, in the Unification Church, when I go somewhere, the attention of all the 
members is automatically upon me. It is the same. 
 
Your entire purpose is true love and the center of the world is true love. God is the parent of true love. All 
liberation takes place there. When you stand in such a place the doors of the four directions will open 
automatically. The spirit world is the same as this. In the spirit world, wherever a master of true love may 
go, there are no closed doors. Doors will open automatically everywhere. Such a person is welcome 
everywhere. People in high positions will come and say, "Welcome. It has been so boring for too long. I 
welcome everything that is fun." How splendid this will be! So you should understand this clearly from 
now on. You have inherited everything of True Parents'. No one can tell you to do this or that. You will 
automatically be the owner. You will be a teacher and true parent. No one else can teach you. You need 
no other teachers, owners, or parents. You will stand in such a position in the near future. 
 
 
 


